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It is an honour to take over the leadership of the Sri Lanka -Italy Business Council for 2016/17, and continue the legacy left
behind by my illustrious predecessors. Our Council has made tremendous progress since it inauguration in 1988, and we
are proud to function under the aegis of the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce. Having said this, it is a pleasure to post my
opening message that will be carried in the Newsletter (Vol 11 Issue 2), published by SLItBC.
Let me take a moment to trace the history our premier Council.
We are grateful to His Excellency Maurizio Teucci, Ambassador of Italy in Sri Lanka who initially presented a proposal to
the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce in 1997, to set up bilateral Business Council between Italy and Sri Lanka. It was a
viable proposition that was accepted and today, after 18-years, we enjoy the success of this partnership that promotes
bilateral trade, investment, tourism, technology transfer and joint ventures between our two great nations.
In my address to the membership earlier, I spoke of the historical link and the close political, commercial and sociocultural ties between the two countries. Sri Lanka and Italy enjoy a consolidated economic relationship that has resulted in
an increased ow of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) into Sri Lanka. The Sri Lanka Italy Business Council has contributed
in large measure to this economic growth acting as a catalyst and we will continue to put our best foot forward to improve
bilateral trade and investment in both jurisdictions.
The Objectives of the Council is;
► To promote bilateral trade & investment activities between Sri Lanka & Italy.
► To provide networking opportunity to SLIBC members to build productive business relationships in Sri Lanka and
with Italian partners.
► To provide advocacy and services to the Sri Lankan business community interested in doing business with Italy.
A strategic action plan for the Council has been prepared and will be circulated to the membership shortly.
I look forward to enjoy working with the membership for the future growth of the Council
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ASSISI – CITY OF PEACE
Assisi is in the very heart of Italy, in the Umbria region,
province of Perugia. It is about between 2 and 2.5 hours by
car or train from Roma Termini station, and about the same
distance from Rome's Fiumicino Airport. It is famous for
being the birthplace of St. Francis of Assisi, who is a patron
saint of Italy. The train station is connected by the C-route
bus which will take you from the rail station, to its terminus
at the St. John Paul II Bus Station and underground Car
Park, for under EUR2 (2016). Coaches and SITA Buses
park here as well. From here it is a walk to most hotels in the
city centre. Assisi is commonly called the “City of Peace”.
The city of San Francisco, USA is also named after St.
Francis, along with many others all over Christendom.
There are hotels for all budgets, from the simple Hotel San
Francesco opposite the cathedral, to the Windsor Savoia
directly in front of the bus station, to the very luxurious Nun
Assisi Relais & Spa. The city offers great trattorias,
pizzerias and proper restaurants for dining. La Lanterna is a
good place for pizza to share, and the Ristorante Antichi
Sapori Di Luca Balducci offers economical meals in a
rather grand setting. Given their budget and location, it is
common to see Franciscan monks dining at these places
with friends.

There are two major basilicas in the area. The rst is Santa
Maria degli Angeli in the lower town walking distance
from the station, and the second is the famous Basilica of
St. Francis on top of the hill with a commanding view of its
surroundings. Inside, be sure to see the frescoes in the
upper church, and then go down and see the Tomb of the
saint, which is one of the most peaceful and evocative
places in Italy. The rst “World Day of Prayer for Peace of
Assisi" was held by Pope Saint John Paul II in October
1986. Thirty years later, his successor held the nal
ceremony there, on 20 September 2016. From the basilica,
there is a cobblestoned path that leads to the town, which
has many attractions for the pilgrim as well as the nonCatholic tourist.

In the town below the other major basilica (called Santa
Maria degli Angeli), after which the town is named) is built
around the tiny, ancient decorated chapel where St. Francis
himself worshipped. Unless you visit during the winter, it is
unlikely that you will be able to spend time inside this
simple construction, as there are long queues. The other
churches of interest include Cathedral of San Runo (St.
Rufus), the basilica of Santa Chiara (St. Clare's), and the
Chiesa Nuova, and the Santa Maria Maggiore (Mary
Major) Church. The oldest standing building in Assisi is the
Roman Temple of Minerva, a Pantheon-like building
which is today the Santa Maria Sopra Minerva church. Its
impressive Dorian columns and setting the middle of a
square makes it a great spot to take photos and peoplewatch. It was renovated in the baroque style in the 17th
century, and so there is more to see inside. Pilgrims will
also want to take a walk (about 40 minutes) or take a bus
southwards to the Rivotorto Sanctuary, which is also called
the Holy Hovel (in Italian: Tugurio) of St. Francis.
Museums worth your time include the Pinacoteca (Art
Gallery); the F.M. Perkins collection of Church Art; .the
Permanent Exhibition of old trades and peasant civilization
(on Cà Piombino, open 9am to 12pm only); and the
Metastasio Theatre has got displays from its many
productions over the years. You should also climb up to the
Rocca Maggiore, which is a rock fortress which offers
stunning views of the city, especially at sunset. If you walk
half way up to the San Benedetto al Subasio monastery (no
public access), on via S. Benedetto, this offers perhaps the
best and widest panoramic view of the Umbrian valley.
Assisi is often done only as a day trip, but a slightly longer
visit might be merited by the pilgrim and also any tourist
who wants to experience one of the most typical of Italian
hill towns, which is well set up for tourists.
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“Design After Design” – the 21st Triennale of Milan
“Design After Design” - the 21st Triennale of Milan, focusing on design and architecture, has returned after a hiatus of twenty
years and is ongoing for ve months as of April until the end of September 2016.
This international exhibition is taking place across the entire city of Milan, with the involvement of important museums and
institutions such as the Palazzo dell'Arte which is the epicenter - being home to Milan's Triennale Design and the Royal Villa in
Monza, the latter being the historic headquarters of the rst international exhibitions.
Each venue (La Triennale di Milano, Fabbrica del Vapore, Hangar Bicocca, Museo delle Culture and Ansaldo Factory, Museo
della Scienza e della Tecnologia, the Politecnico University, IULM University, Villa Reale di Monza) has its own curator for a
thematic exhibition.
During this year's edition, there is participation of international professionals and young talent presenting projects of all types.
Architects, fashion and products designers, artists, musicians, lm makers and creatives analyse throughout their works, the role
of new communication techniques which enable people to share projects and their ideas in real time.
The spread of design skills throughout the various countries of the world (from Europe to America, Asia and Africa) and the
development of a global market; the increasingly transversal nature of design and the breaking down of disciplinary boundaries
between design, architecture, communication, landscape, the visual arts, etc., and new interactions between different skills are the
main themes of this year's Triennale.
The role and the image of designers in modern society is also being focused on at workshops and conferences, from the
perspectives of art, science and philosophy, as these disciplines are deeply affected by the advent of new communication
technologies.
This Triennale without walls is an opportunity to experiment with new display methods, creating a territorial laboratory for
discussion and the creation of narratives. The design component is included not as a solution to problems, but as a theatrical
representation of an unknown reality.
A multidisciplinary approach, involving design and architecture, art and technology, anthropology and entertainment, makes it
possible to portray new forms of expression, allowing all participants to interact with visitors.
Visitors are encouraged to play a lead role and participate in performances, and the Triennale works to include events for research
groups, associations and “tribes”, schools and workshops.
Design, which has acquired a strategic role in the age of globalization, is thus seen as a driving force behind new economies,
logistical innovation, and new individual and collective services.
“... Recovering possession of the future as a “cultural fact “means moving from an ethics of probability to an ethics of possibility,
looking to the hopes and images of the “good life” that every society formulates. In the past, anthropology gave priority to the study of
cultures as legacies, traditions and customs, and it mainly moved forwards while looking backwards. It is now time to investigate the
cultural constructs of the future and the aspirations, projects and dreams that are springing up in the localities of the globalised
world...” (Arajun Appadurai)

16th World Export Development Forum (WEDF) 12 – 13 October 2016 Colombo
The 16th edition of the World Export Development Forum (WEDF) concluded very successfully on 13th October 2016 in
Colombo. The comments received from both locally and internationally are very positive. Sri Lanka has certainly raised the bar
in conducting the forum, B 2 B meetings, the mini exhibition and seminars.
This prestigious event which was held for the 1st time in Sri Lanka provided an opportunity to promote and position Sri Lanka as
a strategic economic hub in the international trade arena.
The WEDF is an international forum dedicated to support and strengthen trade led by development competitiveness throughout
the world. The decision by the International Trade Centre (ITC) Geneva to jointly co-host the 16th WEDF in Sri Lanka was a
result of a request made by the Government of Sri Lanka at the previous forum held in Qatar in 2015.
The Forum brought together approximately over 300 foreign delegates from around the world to discuss debate and identify
practical solutions that contribute to trade led inclusive sustainable development. The event was an opportunity for Sri Lanka to
actively promote the aspects of Trade Investment and Tourism.
With the presence of senior international and national policy makers, world renowned businessmen, heads of trade promotion
organizations and representatives of international agencies, the event provided opportunities for business leaders to network and
build partnerships during this agship event of ITC.
As a result of BOI's participation at the business forum at Expo Milan in October 2015. A delegation from Italy – Sri Lanka
Business Council participated at WEDF. During their visit to attend WEDF in October 2016, the BOI made arrangements to
introduce the delegation to the counterpart organization in Sri Lanka, Sri Lanka – Italy Business Consul under the purview of the
Ceylon Chamber of Commerce.
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“The Vision of Megapolis and Investment Opportunities”:
Breakfast Meeting with Hon. Minister Champika Ranawaka
A Breakfast Meeting was conducted by Hon. Minister Champika Ranawaka on the topic “The Vision of Megapolis and
Investment Opportunities” on 18th January, 2016 at Hilton Colombo Residences. This Breakfast Meeting proved to be a
very popular and timely event that drew a crowd of over 200 participants from the Membership of the Council, NonMembers and invitees.
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Delegation on Renewable Energy
The Sri Lanka – Italy Business Council of the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce recently organized a presentation on
Opportunities Available for Collaboration between Italy and Sri Lanka, in the Renewable Energy Sector. This Business
Delegation had accompanied the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Italy Hon. Benedetto Della Vedova on his ofcial
visit to the Country.
The delegates made a brief presentation on the alternative energy technology available to them, which was followed by a
lively Question & Answer Session between the delegates and participants. The delegation expressed its willingness to
promote solar, wind and wave energy technology to Sri Lanka and mentioned that they were also interested in seeking
private sector partnerships in this regard. The delegates added that they are interested in visiting the Country again to
further develop such opportunities for Business partnerships

The 17th Annual General Meeting
The 17th Annual General Meeting of the Sri Lanka – Italy Business Council was held on 7th July, 2015 at the Hilton
Colombo Residencies. Mr. Giandomenico Milano, Charge' D 'Affairs A.I, Embassy of Italy was the Chief Guest at the
Event. The Committee for the year 2016/17 was elected along with Mr. Rajah Abeyasinghe, CEO, Hydromec International
(Pvt) Ltd being elected as the President of the Council.
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2nd Batch of Italian Language Course for Beginners
The Students of the 3rd Batch of the Beginners Italian Language
Course conducted by the SLITBC were awarded their certicates at
the 17th Annual General Meeting of the Sri Lanka – Italy Business
Council, held on 7th July, 2015 at the Hilton Colombo Residencies
by Mr. Giandomenico Milano, Charge' D 'Affairs A.I, Embassy of
Italy. Although four students completed the course in this batch, only
two students: Ms. Sumi Atapattu and Ms. Imalka Maduwanthi
qualied to receive a certicate.

Breakfast Meeting with Chairman, BOI
A Breakfast Meeting was conducted by
Mr. Upul Jayasuriya, Chairman, Board of
Investment of Sri Lanka on the topic "Ease
of Doing Business, Transparency,
Business Ethics and Rule of Law" on 4th
October, 2016 at Hilton Colombo
Residences. The meeting concluded with a
interactive Question & Answer Session.

Interactive Evening with the Italian Delegation from the Sri Lanka – Italy Business Council
(SLIT), Rome
Members of the Sri Lanka – Italy Business Council were provided with the opportunity to interact with the Italian
Delegation that visited Sri Lanka under the banner of the Sri Lanka – Italy Business Council (SLIT), Rome at the
Interactive Evening organized by the Council, which was held at the Royal Colombo Golf Club. The delegation was headed
by Ms. Kanthie De Silva, President, Sri Lanka – Italy Business Council (SLIT), Rome. The delegates represented a wide
variety of sectors such as Construction, Engineering, Waste Management, Renewable Energy and Tourism.
In special attendance at this event was His
Excellency Paolo Andrea Bartorelli, Ambassador
of Italy to Sri Lanka, Dr. Giandomenico Milano,
Charge D'Affairs A.I, Embassy of Italy in Sri
Lanka and Ms. Nilupul De Silva, Director
(Promotion), Board of Investment of Sri Lanka.
Mr. Rajah Abeyasinghe, President, Sri Lanka –
Italy Business Council in his welcome to the
delegates expressed an interest for both business
councils to work together to enhance Business
relationships between Sri Lanka and Italy.
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3rd Batch of the Italian Language Course for Beginners
The 3rd Batch of the Italian Language Course for Beginners was held from July to October 2016. 10 students attended this
course which was held at the Royal Ceramics Lanka PLC Auditorium at Colombo 03

1st Batch of the Italian Language Course for Advanced Learners
The 1st Batch of the Italian Language Course for Advanced Learners commenced in November this year with seven
students from our previous Beginners batches. This course builds-up from the Beginners course and enables students to
further strengthen their Italian Language skills, which is intended to strengthen Business, Social and Cultural relationships
between Sri Lanka and Italy
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